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We consider an autonomous Hamiltonian system u +{V(u)=0 where the poten-
tial V : R2"[!]  R has a strict global maximum at the origin and a singularity
at some point !{0. Under some compactness conditions on V at infinity and
around the singularity ! we study the existence of homoclinic orbits to 0 winding
around !. We use a sufficient, and in some sense necessary, geometrical condition
(V) on V to prove the existence of infinitely many homoclinics, each one being
characterized by a distinct winding number around !. Moreover, under the condi-
tion (V) there exists a minimal non contractible periodic orbit u and we establish
the existence of a heteroclinic orbit from 0 to u . This connecting orbit is obtained
as the limit in the C 1loc topology of a sequence of homoclinics with a winding
number larger and larger.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
The aim of this work is to describe some features of the dynamics of an
autonomous second order Hamiltonian system in R2 of the type
u +{V(u)=0 (HS)
where the potential V has a strict global maximum at the origin and a
singularity at some point !{0. More precisely on V we assume that
(V1) V # C 1, 1(R2"[!], R) with ! # R2"[0];
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(V2) V(0)=0>V(x) for every x # R2"[0, !];
(V3) limx  ! V(x)=& and there exists a neighborhood N! of !
and a function U # C1(N!"[!], R) such that limx  ! |U(x)|= and
V(x)&|{U(x)|2 for every x # N!"[!];
(V4) lim|x|   |x| 2V(x)=&.
Assumptions (V3) and (V4) concern the local behavior of V respectively
near the singularity and at infinity. In particular (V3) is the strong force
condition introduced by Gordon [Go]. It governs the rate at which
V(x)  & as x  ! and holds, for example, provided lim supx  ! |x&!| :
V(x)<0 for some :2. Similarly (V4) says that V(x) can go to 0 as
|x|   but not too fast.
By (V2) the origin is an unstable equilibrium but no hypothesis is made
on the behavior of V in a neighbourhood of 0.
In the first part of the paper we investigate the existence of homoclinic
orbits to 0, i.e. solutions u : R  R2"[!] of (HS) such that u(t)  0 and
u* (t)  0 as t  \.
In particular, given an integer k{0, we look for a homoclinic orbit
which turns k times around the singularity !. This is done with minimiza-
tion arguments, similar to those in [R1] and [CN]. We introduce the
Lagrangian functional associated to (HS)
.(u)=|
R
( 12 |u* |
2&V(u)) dt
defined on the Hilbert space
E={u # H 1loc(R, R2) : |R |u* | 2 dt<=
endowed with the norm
&u&2=|u(0)| 2+|
R
|u* | 2 dt.
Notice that E/C(R, R2) and, by (V2), .(u) # [0, +] for u # E.
Then we consider the set
4=[u # E : u(t){! \t # R, lim
t  \
u(t)=0].
Any function u # 4 describes a closed curve in R2 which starts and ends at
the origin without entering the singularity. Hence we can associate to u an
integer, denoted ind! u, giving the winding number of u around !.
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For every k # Z we set
4k=[u # 4 : ind! u=k],
*k=inf[.(u) : u # 4k]
and study the existence of a minimizer for . in 4k . As we shall see a func-
tion v # 4k such that .(v)=*k is a homoclinic solution of (HS).
We remark that, since the potential V is time independent, .(u( } +s))=
.(u&)=.(u) for any u # E and s # R, where u&(t)=u(&t). This implies
that *k=*&k and if v # 4k satisfies .(v)=*k , then v& # 4&k and .(v&)=
*&k . Thus we just need to consider k # N.
Our main result concerning homoclinic solutions is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let V : R2"[!]  R satisfy (V1)(V4) and let k =
sup[k # N : *k=k*1]. Then:
(i) k < if and only if
(V) there exist T # (0, ) and u # H1([0, T], R2) such that
u(0)=u(T), u(t){! for any t # [0, T], ind! u=1 and
T0 (
1
2 |u* |
2&V(u)) dt<*1 .
(ii) If k < then for any k>k there exists vk # 4k for which
.(vk)=*k . Moreover vk is a homoclinic solution of (HS).
(iii) If k >2 then for 1<k<k the value *k is not achieved in 4k , i.e.,
.(u)>*k for any u # 4k .
We mention that the local Lipschitz continuity of {V, which guarantees
the uniqueness of solution to the Cauchy problem associated to (HS), is
used only to prove Part (iii). Whereas, Parts (i) and (ii) hold true assuming
V # C1(R2"[!], R) instead of (V1).
In [R1], under the same assumptions of Theorem 1.1, Rabinowitz shows
that the value *1 corresponds to a minimum for . in 41 , namely that there
exists a homoclinic solution v1 # 41 of (HS) such that .(v1)=*1 . He also
proves that, if condition (V) holds, in addition to v1 , there exists a second
homoclinic orbit v # 4, found as a minimizer for . in 4k +1 .
Theorem 1.1 improves this last result in several ways. First it establishes
that the geometrical condition (V) is not only sufficient but also necessary
to get a minimizer of . in 4k for a k>1. Indeed, if (V) holds, then, combin-
ing Parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.1, we see immediately that *k +1 is
reached. Conversely, if *k is achieved for a k>1 then, by Part (iii), k <
and thus, by Part (i), (V) holds. In addition we see that the existence of a
minimizer of . in 4k for one k>1 is equivalent to the existence of infinitely
many geometrically distinct homoclinic solutions (i.e. that cannot be
obtained one from the other by time translation or reflection).
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From Theorem 1.1, Part (iii) we know that for 1<k<k there is no pre-
compact minimizing sequence for . in 4k . Indeed we shall see that all mini-
mizing sequences at the levels *k with 1<k<k exhibit a dichotomy behavior.
The existence of a minimizer for . in 4k however is still an open question.
Together with [R1] this work is motivated by [CN]. There already
infinitely many homoclinics are found for a class of planar singular systems
similar to (HS) but verifying stronger assumptions than (V1)(V4) which
imply (V).
The presence of infinitely many geometically distinct homoclinic is an
indication of nonintegrability and chaotic behavior for the system (HS)
(see [Bo1]). As we already mention it is insure by (V). This condition was
introduced by Bolotin [Bo1] to prove the chaoticity of the system (HS) on
some invariant subset of the energy level =, for small =>0.
Historically the study of chaoticity of dynamical systems goes back to
Poincare [P]. A classical powerful result is the SmaleBirkhoff theorem
which gives a precise description of the chaotic behavior of the dynamics
of a map having a transversal homoclinic point to a hyperbolic equilibrium
(see [GH]). The main tool to apply the SmaleBirkhoff theorem to con-
tinuous flows is the Melnikov theory [M], which works for differential
equations obtained adding a time periodic perturbation to an autonomous
Hamiltonian system.
More recently variational methods have been successfully developped to
detect a chaotic dynamic for several classes of Hamiltonian systems in RN
having a hyperbolic rest point. In particular, in cases of periodic time
dependence of the Hamiltonian, the existence of infinitely many homo-
clinics has been obtained with a minimax procedure introduced by Se re in
[S1] and [S2] for first order Hamiltonian systems. This technique gives
the existence of multibump solutions, under a nondegeneracy assumption
on the set of homoclinics.
The same technique has been applied to second order Hamiltonian
system (see for example [CZR] and [CM]) and more closely related to
our setting in [R5] to obtain infinitely many homoclinic for a planar
singular system u +a(t) {W(u)=0. There a # C(R, R) is a positive almost
periodic function and W # C2(R2"[!], R) admits a strong force-type
singularity at ! and an absolute maximum at 0, with W$$(0) negative
definite (see also [R4] and [BB]).
In the autonomous case the Menikov theory doesn’t apply and the non-
degeneracy assumption in never satisfied. Thus other approaches are
required and the results on multiple homoclinics are somehow weaker. In
[ACZ] and [T1], using Ljusternik Schnirelmann category theory, two
geometrically distinct homoclinics are found for a second order regular
Hamiltonian system in RN with a potential which is a perturbation of a
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radially symmetric function. Concerning second order singular systems in
RN, Bessi [Be] found multiplicity results for homoclinics when V satisfies
a pinching condition and in [BJ], [CS] the influence of the topology of
the domain of the Hamiltonian on the number of homoclinics is
investigated. In [R1], [CN], as in the present paper, some topological
and geometric properties specific to R2 are essential to obtain multiple
homoclinics. Lastly we mention [BS] where the technique of construction
of multibump solutions is adapted to study a class of first order auto-
nomous Hamiltonian system in R4 having a saddle-focus equilibrium.
Let us indicate the main steps of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We give in
Section 2 a precise description of the sequences contained in the sublevel
sets of the functional .. In particular, in Lemma 2.4, we show that a
sequence (un)/E satisfying sup .(un)< can exhibit both a vanishing
and dichotomy behavior (we refer the reader to [L] for a precise definition
of the two terms). However as we show in Section 3 the vanishing is for-
bidden and only finite dichotomies can occur when we deal with minimizing
sequences of . with respect to 4k .
Then we observe in Section 4 that if the value *k is reached by a vk # 4k for
a k>1, then the compactness holds, up to translations, for the minimizing
sequences of . with respect to 4k+1. Hence the value *k+1 is achieved by
. in 4k+1 , too, and a recursive process can be set up. The key point which
insure that the compactness holds at the level *k+1 is the observation that,
by the planar geometry of the configuration space, the homoclinic vk
admits a simple subloop uk around !, defined by the restriction of vk to a
suitable compact interval Ik , such that Ik(
1
2 |u* k |
2&V(vk)) dt<*k k.
The property (V) is the sufficient and necessary condition to initiate this
process, starting from k=k +1.
In the last section of the paper we discuss the property (V) and give an
explicit condition which guarantees that (V) holds and that k =1. This condi-
tion involves an estimate of the angle formed by the directions a homoclinic
orbit v1 # 41 at level *1 leaves and enters the origin (Theorem 8.2). Thus in
this special case there exists a homoclinic orbit for any winding number.
Having proved Theorem 1.1, in Section 5 we analyse the behavior of the
subloops uk . We show that, up to a subsequence, (uk) converges in the C1
topology to a periodic solution u with energy zero.
This observation suggests looking for heteroclinic orbits between 0 and u ,
i.e., solutions to (HS) whose :-limit set (in the phase space) is 0 and whose
|-limit set is [(u (t), u* (t)) : t # R]. We recall that the :-limit set and the
|-limit set of a solution v to (HS) are defined respectively by
L:(v)=[(x, y) # R4 : _(tn)/R s.t. tn  & and (v(tn), v* (tn))  (x, y)],
L|(v)=[(x, y) # R4 : _(tn)/R s.t. tn  + and (v(tn), v* (tn))  (x, y)].
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Heteroclinic orbits, will be obtained as limit in the C 1loc-topology of the
sequence of homoclinic solutions vk found in Theorem 1.1. Therefore, to
guarantee the existence of these homoclinics as well as the existence of the
periodic orbit u , hereinafter we assume that condition (V) holds. Before
stating Theorem 1.2, concerning the existence of a heteroclinic orbit, we
introduce some notation. For T # (0, ) let
ET=[u # H 1([0, T], R2) : u(0)=u(T)]
41, T=[u # ET : u(t){! \t # [0, T] , ind! u=1]
.T=.[0, T]
* =inf[.T (u) : T # (0, ), u # 41, T].
We point out that condition (V) is equivalent to * <*1 .
Theorem 1.2. Let V : R2"[!]  R satisfy (V1)(V4). Assume also that
(V) holds. Let (vk)k>k /4 be a sequence of homoclinics such that vk # 4k
and .(vk)=*k , as given by Theorem 1.1. Then there exists :
v T # (0, ) and a T -periodic orbit u # 41, T with energy 0 and such
that .T (u )=* ;
v a subsequence (vkj) of (vk) and a corresponding sequence of inter-
vals [skj , tkj]/R such that tkj&skj  T and &uj&u &C 1([0, T ])  0, where
uj (t)=vkj ((tkj&skj)T (t&skj)) for t # [0, T ] and j # N;
v a heteroclinic orbit v between 0 and u such that vkj ( } &{kj)  v
strongly in C 1loc(R, R
2) for a suitable sequence ({kj)/R.
Remark 1.3. Since the system (HS) is conservative, the function
u &(t)=u (&t) is a T -periodic orbit and v &(t)=v (&t) is a solution such
that L:(v &)=[(u &(t), u* &(t)) : t # R] and L|(v &)=0. Moreover, up to a
subsequence, the sequence (v&k)k>k /4, converges strongly in C 1loc(R, R
2)
to a solution v~ to (HS) such that L:(v~ )=0 and L|(v~ )=[(u &(t),
u* &(t)) : t # R].
The proof of Theorem 1.2 consists in three main steps. As we already
noted, in Section 5 we prove the existence of the minimal periodic orbit u .
In Section 6 we derive uniform estimates on the sequence (vk). In parti-
cular we show that the vk stay uniformly bounded away both from the
singularity and from infinity. With an application of AscoliArzela
Theorem, this allows to find a solution to (HS) that, in Section 7, is proved
to be a heteroclinic orbit between 0 and u .
There exist few works on the existence of heteroclinic orbits via varia-
tional methods. The first results are due to Rabinowitz, [R2] and [R3],
who find heteroclinic solutions between absolute isolated maxima of an
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autonomous smooth potential, periodic in the space variable, using a
minimization procedure.
This result was generalized by Felmer [F] for first order spatially
periodic Hamiltonian systems. In a first step, approximated solutions
joining two different equilibria in a finite time T are obtained using a
saddle point theorem. Then, getting suitable estimates independent of T, he
carried out a limit process as T   to get a heteroclinic solution.
Recently Rabinowitz [R6] studied a class of second order Hamiltonian
systems in RN with a smooth potential of the type V(t, q)=W(t, q)+
f (t) } q where W is periodic both in t and in q, f is periodic with the same
time-period T as W and satisfies T0 f =0 and V is time reversible,
i.e., V(t, q)=V(&t, q). First, T-periodic solutions are obtained as global
minima of the Lagrangian functional associated to the periodic problem.
Then, assuming that these minima are isolated, connecting orbits between
two of them are found. See also [R7] for complementary results. Let us
point out that, in our setting unlike that of [R6] and [R7] we do not
require any isolateness of the periodic orbit.
Addendum. After completing this paper we learned that related results
have been independently obtained by S. Bolotin and P. Negrini [BN]. They
deal with an autonomous Lagrangian system on a two dimensional manifold
topologically equivalent to a torus or a cylinder and show that the presence
of an action minimizing, non contractible (with respect to !), periodic orbit
implies nonintegrability and in particular the existence of infinitely many
homoclinics and of a heteroclinic to the minimal periodic orbit. The techni-
ques used there are quite different to ours, and are based on classical, deep
results of Riemannian geometry by Morse [Mo] and Hedlund [H] on
asymptotic geodesics of the Jacobi metric ds=- &V(x) dx.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The space E introduced in Section 1 is the completion of Cc (R, R
2)
endowed with the norm (R |u* |
2 dt)12, usually denoted D1, 2(R, R2) and
thus any bounded sequence of E admits a subsequence which converges
weakly in E and strongly in Lloc (R, R
2)=Lloc to some u # E.
This plainly implies that the functional . is weakly lower sequentially
semicontinuous on E (briefly w.l.s.c.). Indeed if (un)/E converges weakly
in E to u # E then R |u* |
2 dt  lim inf R |u* n |
2 dt. Moreover, up to a
subsequence, un  u uniformly on compact sets and then for any fixed
T>0, T&T&V(u) dt=lim 
T
&T&V(un) dt. Hence
1
2 R |u* |
2 dt&T&T V(u) dt
lim inf .(un) and, by the arbitrariness of T>0, we conclude that .(u)
lim inf .(un).
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We notice that . is not continuous. For any sequence (an)/R+ we can
easily construct a sequence (un)/E such that &un &  0 and .(un)=an for
any n # N.
Remark 2.1. If one makes the assumption that V is twice differentiable
at 0 and V"(0) is negative definite (i.e., the origin is a nondegenerate strict
maximum for V), then homoclinic solutions of (HS) belong to H1(R, R2).
Therefore, in this case, H 1(R, R2) is the more natural space for the
problem. The functional . turns out to be of class C1 on H 1(R, R2), the
notion of differential is now meaningful and the homoclinic orbits are
exactly the critical points of . (see e.g. [CZR]). But assuming only
(V1)(V2), we have not such regularity and need to proceed more
carefully.
We denote by I the set of all intervals of R. If I, J # I, I/J, and
u # H 1loc (J, R
2), we write u| I the restriction of u to I and set .I (u)=
.(u| I)=I (
1
2 |u* |
2&V(u)) dt. For $>0 and u # H 1loc (I, R
2) let S$(u)=
[t # I : |u(t)|$]. Moreover, for u # H 1loc ([t1 , t2], R
2) such that u(t){! for
any t # [t1 , t2] and u(t1)=u(t2) we denote by ind! u the winding number
of the curve defined by u about !. It is standard to show that if u1 ,
u2 # H 1loc ([t1 , t2], R
2) satisfy ui (t){! for any t # [t1 , t2], ui (t1)=ui (t2)
(i=1, 2) and |u1(t)&u2(t)|<|u1(t)&!| for every t # [t1 , t2], then
ind! u1=ind! u2 . Finally for a measurable set AR we denote by |A| its
Lebesgue measure.
In this Section, as well as in Sections 3 and 4, we assume (V1)(V3) and
(V4)$ there exist R > 0 and U # C1(R2"BR , R) such that
lim|x|   |U(x)|= and V(x)&|{U(x)| 2 for every x # R2"BR where
BR =[x # R2 : |x|<R ].
Note that (V4)$ implies (V4) and still holds when lim inf |x|   |x| 2V(x)>
&. We shall see that (V1)(V3) and (V4)$ are sufficient to prove
Theorem 1.1.
To study minimizing sequences or the sublevel sets of . we often apply
the next key lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Given a, b>0 let Xa, b=[u # H 1loc(I, R
2) : I # I, .I (u)a,
_ t # I s.t. |u(t)|b]. Then:
(i) there exists R=R(a, b)>0 such that &u&LR for any u # Xa, b ;
(ii) there exists \=\(a, b)>0 such that dist(!, range u)\ for any
u # Xa, b ;
(iii) for any $>0 there exists {$={$(a, b)>0 such that |S$(u)|{$
for all u # Xa, b .
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Proof. (i) Seeking a contradiction we assume that &un &L   for a
sequence (un)/Xa, b . By definition of Xa, b , for any n # N there exists
tn # In=dom un such that |un(tn)|b. Thus for n sufficiently large and R
given by (V4)$ we can choose t n , sn # In , t nsn satisfying |un(t n)|=r for
r R independent of n, |un(sn)|   and |un(t)|r for t # (t n , sn). Then
(V4)$ yields
|U(un(sn))||U(un(t n))|+|
sn
t n
|{U(un) } u* n | dt
max
|x|=r
|U(x)|+\|
sn
t n
&V(un) dt+
12
\|
sn
t n
|u* n | 2 dt+
12
max
|x|=r
|U(x)|+.(un).
But |U(un(sn))|  , while .(un) is bounded and this is a contradiction.
A similar argument proves (ii), using (V3).
(iii) For $>0 fixed, we set ;$=inf[ |V(x)| : |x&!|\, $|x|R]
where R>0 and \>0 are given by (i) and (ii) respectively. Then for any
u # Xa, b
;$ |S$ (u)||
S$ (u)
&V(u) dt.I (u)a
and this proves (iii). K
Remark 2.3. By Lemma 2.2, if I # I and u # H 1loc (I, R
2) is such that
.I (u)< then dist(!, range u)>0. Moreover if I=(&, T ), with T # R
and .I (u)< then limt  & u(t)=0. This is easily seen using the fact that
for any compact J/I .J (u)(2 inft # J |V(u(t))| )12 J |u* | dt (see [R2,
Lemma 3.6]). An analogous result holds if I=(T, +). Therefore if u # E
is such that .(u)< then u # 4.
Sequences (un)/E such that sup .(un)< can exhibit different
behaviors. For instance, it may happen that R |u* n |
2 dt  a>0, .(un) 
b>a but &un&L  0. Nonetheless, if we assume that lim sup&un&L>0,
we can give a characterization of these sequences in the spirit of the
concentration-compactness principle of P.L. Lions [L].
Lemma 2.4. Let (un) / E be such that .(un)  a # (0, ) and
lim sup&un &L=$0>0. Then for any $ # (0, $0) there exist a subsequence of
(un), denoted again by (un), functions wi # 4, with S$(wi){< for any
i=1, ..., l, and corresponding sequences (t in)/R such that:
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lim
n  
(t i+1n &t
i
n)= for any i=1, ..., l&1; (2.1)
lim
n  
un( } +tin)
=wi weakly in E and strongly in Lloc for any i=1, ..., l; (2.2)
:
l
i=1
.(wi)a; (2.3)
for any = # (0, $) there exists n= # N such that for nn= :
.
l
i=1
S$+=(wi ( } &t in))S$ (un) .
l
i=1
S$&= (wi ( } &tin))
(2.4)
S$&= (wi ( } &tin)) & S$&= (wj ( } &t
j
n))=< for i{j.
Moreover 1ll$, a with l$, a # N independent of the sequence (un).
Remark 2.5. Property (2.4) says that, up to a subsequence, the $-support
of un , given by S$(un), decomposes asymptotically in a finite union of
$-supports S$ (wi ( } &tin)) (i=1, ..., l ) which are bounded sets whose
distance apart becomes larger and larger as n  .
Remark 2.6. To illustrate Lemma 2.4 consider the following example.
Let ( yn)/E be such that &yn &L  0, .( yn)  a2>0 and supp yn /
(&, 0) for any n # N. Let (wj)/E be such that j=1 .(wj)=a2,
supp wj /[0, 1] and &wj &L&wj+1&L>0 for any j # N. For n>1 set
un= yn+j=1 wj ( } &n
j). Then (un) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.4.
In fact for any $>0 sufficiently small there exists l$ # N such that
S$ (wj){< if and only if 1 jl$ and clearly l$j=1 .(wj)<a. We point
out that l$   as $  0 and even if we take all the wj ’s the strict
inequality j=1 .(wj)<a persists.
This example shows that a sequence (un)/E such that sup .(un)<
can exhibit both a vanishing and dichotomy behavior with possibly
infinitely many dichotomies. In the more regular case mentioned in
Remark 2.1, a similar characterization holds for the Palais Smale sequences
of . (see e.g. [CZES], [CZR]) but in that case the vanishing behavior
cannot occur and there is a finite number of dichotomies.
Proof. Let (un)/E be such that .(un)  a # (0, ) and lim sup&un&L
=$0>0. First we observe that by Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.3 (un)/4.
Fixing $ # (0, $0) and passing to a subsequence if necessary, for any n # N
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there exists t 1n # R such that |un(t
1
n )|=$ and |un(t)|<$ for t<t
1
n . Setting
u1n=un( } +t
1
n ), for any n # N, (u
1
n )/4, .(u
1
n )  a and (&, 0] &
S$(u1n)=[0]. In particular for any n # N
S$(un) & (&, t 1n )=<. (2.5)
Since the sequence (u1n) is bounded in E a subsequence, still denoted (u
1
n),
converges weakly in E and strongly in L loc to some w1 # E. Since . is
w.l.s.c., we get that .(w1)a and then, by Remark 2.3, w1 # 4. More-
over |w1(0)|=$, so that S$ (w1){<. Since S$(w1) is bounded, u1n  w1
uniformly on S$ (w1) and then, for = # (0, $) fixed there exists n1= # N such
that, for any nn1= , S$+= (w1)S$(u
1
n). Moreover, there exists t1=t1(=)>0
such that |w1(t1)|=$&= and |w1(t)|<$&= for t>t1 . Hence, again by the
uniform convergence on the compact sets, there exists m1= # N such that for
nm1= S$ (u
1
n) & [0, t1]S$&= (w1), that is
S$ (un) & [t 1n , t
1
n +t1]S$&=(w1( } &t
1
n )). (2.6)
Now we distinguish two cases.
Case A1 . For n # N sufficiently large S$ (u1n) & (t1 , +)=<.
Case B1 . For a subsequence of (u1n), denoted again by (u
1
n), S$ (u
1
n) &
(t1 , +){< for any n # N.
If case A1 occurs there exists n=max[n1= , m
1
= ] such that S$+= (w1)
S$(u1n)  S$&=(w1) for n  n= that is S$+=(w1( } & t
1
n ))  S$ (un) 
S$&=(w1( } &t 1n )). Therefore the lemma is proved with l=1.
Now suppose that case B1 holds. Then for a subsequence, still denoted
(u1n), there exists (s
1
n)/R such that s
1
n>t1 , |u
1
n (s
1
n)|=$ and |u
1
n (t)|<$ for
t # (t1 , s1n). In this case for n # N sufficiently large
S$ (un) & (t 1n +t1 , t
1
n +s
1
n)=<. (2.7)
Moreover s1n   holds. Indeed otherwise, up to a subsequence, s
1
n 
s # [t1 , +) and then
| |w1(s)|&$||w1(s)&u1n(s
1
n)|
|w1(s)&w1(s1n)|+|w1(s
1
n)&u
1
n(s
1
n)|
|w1(s)&w1(s1n)|+ sup
|t|s+1
|w1(t)&u1n(t)|
which implies |w1(s)|=$ in contradiction with s>t1=sup[t # R : |w1(t)|=
$&=].
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For any n # N set t 2n =t
1
n +s
1
n and u
2
n=u
1
n( } +s
1
n)=un( } +t
2
n ). Then
(u2n)/4, .(u
2
n)  a, |u
2
n(0)|=$ for any n # N, (u
2
n) is bounded in E and, up
to a subsequence, it converges weakly in E and strongly in Lloc to some
w2 # E. As before, we get that .(w2)a, w2 # 4, |w2(0)|=$ and, for the
same = # (0, $) fixed above, there exists n2= n
1
= such that for nn
2
=
S$+= (w2)S$ (u2n) (2.8)
and thus 2i=1 S$+= (wi ( } &t
i
n))S$ (un). Moreover, since S$&= (wi) is
bounded and t 2n &t
1
n =s
1
n  , we can choose n
2
= # N so large that for any
nn2=
S$&= (w1( } &t 1n )) & S$&=(w2( } &t
2
n ))=<. (2.9)
Now we prove that 2i=1 .(wi)a. Fixing T>0 and setting t
&
i =
inf S$ (wi) and t+i =sup S$ (wi) we have that, by (2.9), for n # N large
enough
:
2
i=1
|
ti
++T
ti
&&T
&V(un(t+t in)) dt|
R
&V(un) dt. (2.10)
Moreover
|
R
|u* n| 2 dt :
2
i=1 \2 |R u* n(t+t
i
n) w* i (t) dt&|
R
|w* i | 2 dt+ . (2.11)
Thus, from (2.10)(2.11)
:
2
i=1 \|R u* n(t+t
i
n) w* i (t) dt&
1
2 |
R
|w* i | 2 dt&|
ti
++T
ti
&&T
V(un(t+t in)) dt+.(un).
(2.12)
Since un( } +t in)=u
i
n  wi weakly in E and strongly in L

loc , from (2.12) we
infer
:
2
i=1 \
1
2 |
R
|w* i | 2 dt&|
ti
++T
ti
&&T
V(un(t+t in)) dt+a
and since T>0 is arbitrary
:
2
i=1
.(wi)a.
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Now let t2=t2(=)>0 be such that |w2(t2)|=$&= and |w2(t)|<$&= for
t>t2 . Since u2n  w2 uniformly on [0, t2] we have that for n # N large
enough S$(u2n) & [0, t2]S$&=(w2) namely
S$ (un) & [t 2n , t
2
n +t2]S$&=(w2( } &t
2
n )). (2.13)
Thus we arrive to the same alternatives as before with (u2n), w2 and t2
replaced by (u1n), w1 and t1 , respectively. Therefore, either:
Case A2 . For n # N sufficiently large S$(u2n) & (t2 , +)=<.
or
Case B2. For a subsequence of (u2n), denoted again by (u
2
n), S$(u
2
n) &
(t2 , +){< for any n # N.
If case A2 occurs
S$(un) & (t 2n +t2 , +)=< (2.14)
for n # N large enough. Consequently, from (2.5)(2.9) and (2.13)(2.14), it
follows that S$(un)2i=1 S$&=(wi ( } &t
i
n)) and the lemma is proved with
l=2.
Otherwise Case B2 holds and we repeat the argument of B1 .
Finally we point out that this process must terminate after a finite
number of steps. Indeed, after l steps we have wi # 4 with S$(wi){<
(i=1, ..., l ) and sequences (t in)/R such that for any n # N large enough
li=1 S$2(wi ( } &t
i
n))S$(un) and S$2(wi ( } &t
i
n)) & S$2(wj ( } &t
j
n))=< if
i{ j. Thus
|S$(un)| :
l
i=1
|S$2(wi ( } &t in))|= :
l
i=1
|S$2(wi)|. (2.15)
On one hand
$2\|S$2(wi) |w* i | dt+
2
|S$2(wi)| |
S$2(wi)
|w* i | 2 dt2 .(wi) |S$2(wi)|
and thus
|S$2(wi)|
$2
2 .(wi)

$2
2a
. (2.16)
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2, there exists {$={$(a)>0 with
|S$(un)|{$ for any n # N. (2.17)
Therefore, from (2.15)(2.17), we infer that l2 a {$ $&2=l$, a . K
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We point out that the results stated in this Section still hold in the
N-dimensional case.
3. MINIMIZING SEQUENCES
To study the minimizing sequences of . in 4k , for k # N fixed, it is con-
venient to introduce the sets
4 k=[u # 4 : ind! uk]
and the corresponding values
* k=inf[.(u) : u # 4 k].
Notice that *k* k>0 for any k # N.
Lemma 3.1. Let k # N, (un) # 4 k and u # E"[0] be such that .(un)  * k
and un  u weakly in E. Then u # 4, ind! u>0 and .(u)=* k0 where
k0=deg u.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that un  u weakly in E
and strongly in Lloc . Since . is w.l.s.c., .(u)* k and thus, by Remark 2.3,
u # 4. Hence for any $ # (0, |!| ) there exists T$>0 such that |u(t)|<$ for
|t|>T$ . We set
vn(t)={
un(t) for |t|>T$
0 for |t|T$&1
(t&(T$&1)) un(T$) for T$&1<tT$
(&t&(T$&)) un(&T$) for &T$t<&T$+1.
By contruction vn # 4 and we claim that for $>0 small
ind! vn+ind! u=ind! un . (3.1)
To see this we express un and u in polar coordinates relative to !:
un(t)=rn(t) ei,n(t); u(t)=r(t) ei,(t).
We have rn , r, ,n , , continuous and rn(t), r(t)>0. Moreover rn(t) 
rn(\)=r(\) and ,n(t)  ,n(\)=,(\) as |t|  .
Now the winding number of u is given by
ind! u=
1
2?
(,(+)&,(&))
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(an analogous expression holds for ind! un). For $>0 small we have
,(+)&,(T$); ,(&T$)&,(&)&0
i.e; the net change of , over (T$ , +) and (&, &T$) is close to 0. On
the other hand since un  u in Lloc
1
2?
(,n(T$)&,n(&T$))&ind! u&0.
Therefore
1
2?
(,n(&T$)&,n(&))+
1
2?
(,n(+)&,n(T$))& ind! un&ind! u. (3.2)
Now since vn(t) is close to 0 when t # [&T$ , T$] and otherwise coincides
with un(t)
ind! vn &
1
2?
(,n(&T$)&,n(&))+
1
2?
(,n(+)&,n(T$)).
Using (3.2) this proves our claim.
Now we evaluate
.(vn)=.(un)&.I$(un)+.I$&(vn)+.I$+(vn) (3.3)
where I$=[&T$ , T$], I &$ =[&T$ , &T$+1] and I
+
$ =[T$&1, T$].
From the pointwise convergence, |un( |T$ | )|$ for n # N large. Hence
.I$&(vn)+.I$+(vn)$
2+M$ (3.4)
where M$=2 max|x|$ |V(x)|. In addition, since .I$ is w.l.s.c.
.I$ (u)lim inf .I$ (un). (3.5)
Thus (3.3)(3.5) imply
lim sup .(vn)* k+$2+M$&.I$ (u). (3.6)
By (V1)(V2) and since u{0, taking $ # (0, |!| ) sufficiently small, we can
insure that $2+M$&.I$(u)<0 and thus
lim sup .(vn)<* k . (3.7)
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If ind! u0, then from (3.1), we have for $>0 small that ind! vn
ind! unk, that is vn # 4 k , which, together with (3.7), leads to a contradic-
tion with the definition of * k . Therefore ind! u=k0>0.
To prove that .(u)=* k0 we argue by contradiction assuming that
.(u)>* k0 . Then there exists v # 4 k0 such that supp v/[&R, R] for
some R>0 and .(v)* k0+=2 where ==.(u)&* k0 . We choose $=$(=)
such that $2+M$<=8 and T$>R such that |u(t)|<$ for |t|>T$ and
R"I$ (
1
2 |u* |
2&V(u)) dt<=8. Setting yn=vn+v, we have yn # 4 k and
.( yn)=.(vn)+.(v).(vn)+.(u)&
=
2
which, together with (3.6) and by the choice of $ and T$ gives
lim sup .( yn)* k&
=
4
,
in contradiction with the definition of * k . K
Now we recall a result, proved by Rabinowitz [R1, Proposition 3.41].
Lemma 3.2. Let k # N and v # 4 k be such that .(v)=* k . If v(s )=v(t )
for some s , t # R with s <t , then there exist s, t # R satisfying s s<tt ,
v(s)=v(t) and ind! v| [s, t]=1.
In particular, for any k # N"[1] and v # 4 k such that .(v)=* k there exist
s, t # R such that s<t, v(s)=v(t) and ind! v| [s, t]=1.
The next lemma characterizes the minimizing sequences of . in 4 k .
Lemma 3.3. Let k # N and (un)/4 k be such that .(un)  * k . Then
there exist a subsequence of (un), denoted again (un), functions wi # 4 and
corresponding sequences (t in)/R with limn  (t
i+1
n &t
i
n)= for any
i=1, ..., l&1, such that:
lim
n  
un( }+t in)=wi weakly in E and strongly in L

loc for any i=1, ..., l ;
(3.8)
ind! wi=ki # [1, ..., k] and .(wi)=* ki for any i=1, ..., l ; (3.9)
:
l
i=1
ind! wi=k ; (3.10)
:
l
i=1
.(wi)=* k . (3.11)
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Proof. Let k # N and (un)/4 k be such that .(un)  * k . Clearly
lim sup&un &L|!| and, fixing $= 34 |!|, by Lemma 2.4, there exist a
subsequence of (un), denoted again by (un), functions wi # 4"[0] and
sequences (t in)/R satisfying (2.1)(2.4). By Lemma 3.1 ind! wi=ki>0 and
.(wi)=* ki for any i=1, ..., l. Taking ==
1
2 |!| in (2.4), we get for n # N large
enough li=1 ind! wi=ind! un . Moreover, defining yn=
l
i=1 wi ( } &t
i
n),
by (2.1), we can easily check that .( yn)  li=1 .(wi) and ind! yn=
li=1 ind! wi=ind! un . Hence ( yn)/4 k and thus * k
l
i=1 .(wi). By
(2.3) we infer that * k=li=1 .(wi).
If we assume that li=1 ind! wi>k then either ind! wj>1 for some
j # [1, ..., l], or ind! wi=1 for every i=1, ..., l. In the first case, set
w j (t)={wj (t)wj (t&sj+tj)
for tsj
for t>sj
where sj , tj # R are given applying Lemma 3.2 to wj . Then, for any n # N
setting y n= yn&wj ( } &t jn)+w j ( } &t
j
n), we get a contradiction since
ind! y n=ind! yn&1k and
lim .( y n)= :
l
i=1
.(wi)+.(w j)&.(wj)< :
l
i=1
.(wi)=* k .
In the second case the contradiction stems considering the sequence y n=
l&1i=1 wi ( } &t
i
n) which lies in 4 k but satisfies lim .( y n)=
l&1
i=1 .(wi)<* k .
K
Remark 3.4. In the proof of Lemma 3.3 we saw that ind! un=
li=1 ind! wi=k, that is, for n # N sufficiently large un # 4k . Thus * k=*k
since * k*k and .(un)  * k . Hence any minimizing sequence (un) for . with
respect to 4k is also minimizing with respect to 4 k and then (3.8)(3.11) hold
for (un), with *k instead of * k .
Remark 3.5. As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3, there exists
v1 # 41 such that .(v1)=*1 . Moreover, fixing k # N and setting un=
kj=1 v1( } & jn), we have, for n # N large enough, u # 4k and lim .(un)=k*1 .
Therefore *kk*1 . In addition, since * k=*k we also have *k*k+1 for any
k # N.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
To begin with, we state a sufficient condition for the existence of a
mimimizer for . in 4k .
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Lemma 4.1. Let k # N"[1]. If *k<*k1+ } } } +*kl whenever l>1 and
k1 , ..., kl # N satisfy k1+ } } } +kl=k, then there exists v # 4k such that
.(v)=*k .
Proof. Let k # N"[1] and (un) # 4k be a sequence such that .(un)  *k .
By Lemma 3.3 and Remark 3.4, there exist a subsequence of (un), always
denoted (un), functions wi # 4 and corresponding sequences (t in)/R satis-
fying (3.8)(3.11). If l>1, then by (3.9)(3.11), li=1 ki=k and 
l
i=1 *ki=*k ,
contradicting the hypothesis. Hence l=1 and using (3.10)(3.11), we get
that w1 # 4k with .(w1)=*k . K
First we prove Part (ii) of Theorem 1.1. Remark 3.5, shows that *kk*1
for any k # N. As we shall see in the next lemma, the value k =
sup[k # N : *k=k*1] plays an important role in the problem of existence of
a minimum for . in 4k .
Lemma 4.2. Suppose k <. Then for any k>k :
(i)k *k k&1<*k&1(k&1)&1<*1 ;
(ii)k there exists vk # 4k satisfying .(vk)=*k ;
(iii)k there exist sk , tk # R satisfying sk < tk , vk(sk) = vk(tk),
ind! vk | [sk, tk]=1 and *k+1&*k.(vk | [sk, tk])*k&*k&1.
Proof. Since k < the value k0=inf [k # N : *k<k*1] is well defined.
We shall prove (i)k (iii)k by induction on k # N, kk0 .
By definition of k0 , (i)k0 hold. Also (ii)k0 follows from Lemma 4.1. Indeed
if l>1 and k1 , ..., kl # N satisfy k1+ } } } +kl=k0 , then kik0 for any
i = 1, ..., l and hence li=1 *ki = 
l
i=1 ki*1 = k0*1 > *k0 . Therefore, by
Lemma 4.1, there exists vk0 # 4k0 satisfying .(vk0)=*k0 . To prove (iii)k0 we
apply Lemma 3.2 to vk0 getting the existence of sk0 , tk0 # R satisfying
sk0<tk0 , vk0(sk0)=vk0(tk0) and ind! vk0 | [sk0, tk0]=1. Then, setting
uk0&1(t)={vk0(t)vk0(t&sk0+tk0)
for tsk0
for t>sk0
(4.1)
and
uk0+1(t)={vk0(t)vk(t+sk0&tk0)
for ttk0
for t>tk0
we have uk0\1 # 4k0\1 and, by (i)k0 ,
*k0\1.(uk0\1)=.(vk0)\.(vk0 | [sk0, tk0])=*k0\.(vk0 | [sk0, tk0])
that is (iii)k0 .
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Now assuming that (i)k(iii)k hold let us prove (i)k+1 (iii)k+1. By (ii)k
there exists vk # 4k satisfying .(vk)=*k . Let sk , tk # R be given by (iii)k .
Setting
uk+1(t)={vk(t)vk(t+sk&tk)
for ttk
for t>tk
(4.2)
we have uk+1 # 4k+1 and hence, by (i)k and (iii)k
*k+1.(uk+1)=.(vk)+.(vk | [sk, tk])*k+(*k&*k&1)<*k+
*k
k
,
that is *k+1(k+1) &1<*kk&1. Consequently
*1= } } } =
*k0&1
k0&1
>
*k0
k0
> } } } >
*k+1
k+1
. (4.3)
To prove (ii)k+1 we use again Lemma 4.1. Indeed let l>1 and k1 , ..., kl # N
be such that k1+ } } } +kl=k+1. Since ki<k+1 for any i=1, ..., l,
by (4.3) li=1 *ki>
l
i=1 ki(k+1) *k+1=*k+1. Therefore Lemma 4.1
applies, giving the existence of vk+1 # 4k+1 such that .(vk+1)=*k+1. The
proof of (iii)k+1 is the same as for (iii)k0 . Finally we point out that, by
(4.3), k0=k +1 and thus the lemma is proved. K
For future reference we now establish an estimate, which completes
Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose k <. If k>k , l>1 and k1 , ..., kl # N satisfy
k1+ } } } +kl=k, then
*k1+ } } } +*kl&*k*1&
*k +1
k +1
.
Proof. For any k>k let vk # 4k and sk , tk # R be given by Lemma 4.2
(ii)k(iii)k . By (iii)k
.(vk+1 | [sk+1, tk+1]).(vk | [sk, tk]) for any k>k . (4.4)
For k>k , by (4.4)
:
k
j=k +1
.(vj | [sj, tj]) :
k
j=k +1
.(vk | [sk, tk])=(k&k ) .(vk | [sk, tk]). (4.5)
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On the other hand, by Lemma 4.2 (iii)k
:
k
j=k +1
.(vj | [sj, tj]) :
k
j=k +1
(*j&*j&1)=*k&*k =*k&k *1 . (4.6)
Now (4.5)(4.6) and Lemma 4.2 imply
(k&k ) .(vk | [sk, tk])*k&*1&(k &1)*1<*k&*1&(k &1) .(vk | [sk, tk])
and thus
*k>*1+(k&1) .(vk | [sk, tk]). (4.7)
Now taking k, k$ # N satisfying k <k$k, by (4.4)
:
k
j=k$+1
.(vj&1 | [sj&1, tj&1]) :
k
j=k$+1
.(vk$ | [sk$, tk$])=(k&k$) .(vk$ | [sk$, tk$]).
(4.8)
In addition, by Lemma 4.2 (iii)k
:
k
j=k$+1
.(vj&1 | [sj&1, tj&1]) :
k
j=k$+1
(*j&*j&1)=*k&*k$ . (4.9)
Hence (4.8) and (4.9) give
*k&*k$(k&k$) .(vk$ | [sk$, tk$]). (4.10)
Now let k>k , l>1 and k1 , ..., kl # N be such that k1+ } } } +kl=k. Since
*ki+*kj*ki+kj , it is sufficient to prove the thesis for l=2. Without loss we
assume that k1k2 . If k2k then, by Lemma 4.2 (i)k
*k1+*k2&*k
k1
k
*k+k2*1&*k=k2 \*1&*kk +
k2 \*1&*k +1k +1+*1&
*k +1
k +1
.
Now let us assume now k1k2>k so that, by (4.4),
.(vk1 | [sk1, tk1]).(vk2 | [sk2, tk2])
*k +1
k +1
. (4.11)
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Then, applying (4.7) with k=k2 , (4.10) with k$=k1 , and using (4.11) we
finally get
*k1+*k2&*k*1&.(vk2 | [sk2 , tk2])*1&
*k +1
k +1
. K
Lemma 4.4. If v # 4k satisfies .(v)=*k then v is a homoclinic solution
of (HS).
Proof. Standard arguments apply to show that the function v is a
classical solution of (HS) (see for instance [R1] or [R2]). Moreover
v(t)  0 as t  \ since v # 4. Finally, as V does not depend explicitely
on t, the energy h= 12 |v* (t)|
2+V(v(t)) is constant and, by (V2), |v* (t)| 2  2h
as t  \. Since v # E, we get h=0. K
Now we prove Part (i) of Theorem 1.1
Lemma 4.5. The value k is finite if and only if the following condition
holds:
(V) there exist T # (0, ) and u # H 1([0, T], R2) such that u(0)=
u(T ), u(t){! for any t # [0, T], ind! u=1 and T0 (
1
2 |u* |
2&V(u)) dt<*1 .
Proof. If k is finite choosing a k>k , we consider the function vk # 4k
and the values sk , tk # R given by Lemma 4.2. We set T=tk&sk and
u(t)=vk(t&sk) for t # [0, T]. Then, by (iii)k , ind! u=ind! vk | [sk, tk]=1
and T0 (
1
2 |u* |
2&V(u)) dt=.(vk | [sk, tk])<*kk
&1<*1 , that is (V) hold.
Conversely we can always suppose that %u(0){! for every % # [0, 1].
Defining for any k # N
uk(t)={
0 for t&1 and t>kT+1
(1+t) u(0) for &1<t0
u(t&jT) for ( j&1) T<tjT and j=1, ..., k
(kT+1&t) u(0) for kT<tkT+1
we have that uk # 4k and .(uk)=c+k .[0, T](u) where c>0 is a constant
independent from k. Since .[0, T](u)<*1 it follows that, for k # N large
enough c+k (.[0, T](u)&*1)<0 and we indeed get *k.(uk)<k*1 . K
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed by the following result.
Lemma 4.6. If k >2, then, for 1<k<k , .(u)>*k for every u # 4k .
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Proof. Seeking a contradiction, let k # N & [2, ..., k &1] be such that
.(vk)=*k for some vk # 4k . Then, by Remark 3.4 and Lemma 3.2, there
exist sk , tk # R such that sk<tk , vk(sk)=vk(tk) and ind! vk | [sk, tk]=1. Let
uk+1 # 4k+1 be defined by (4.2) and uk&1 # 4k&1 be given by (4.1) with
k instead of k0 . If .(uk&1)=*k&1 , then, by Lemma 4.4, uk&1 is a solution
of (HS) and in particular v* k(sk)=v* k(tk). Thus v( }&sk) and v( }&tk) are
two distinct solutions to the Cauchy problem defined by (HS) with initial
data x(0)=vk(sk), x* (0)=v* k(sk). This contradicts the uniqueness of solu-
tion insures by (V1). Consequently .(uk&1)>*k&1 and since k<k we get
.(vk | [sk, tk])=.(vk)&.(uk&1)<*k&*k&1=*1 and then *k+1.(uk+1)
=.(vk)+.(vk | [sk, tk])<(k+1)*1 contradicting the fact the k+1k . K
5. CONSTRUCTION OF A PERIODIC ORBIT AT LEVEL *
With this Section we start studying the existence of heteroclinic solutions
to (HS). Here, and in the following Sections 6 and 7, we assume that the
potential V satisfies (V1)(V4) and that condition (V) in Lemma 4.5 holds.
Lemma 5.1. limk   *kk&1=inf k>k *kk&1=* .
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, (i) and (iii), there exists limk   *k k&1=
infk>k *kk&1* . For =>0 fixed let T # (0, ) and u # *1, T be such that
.T (u)* += and, for k # N, let uk # *k be defined as in the proof of Lemma
4.5. Then for any k # N *k.(uk)=c+k .T (u)c+k (* +=) with c>0
independent of k. Thus lim *kk&1* += and since =>0 is arbitrary, we
conclude that lim *kk&1=* . K
By Lemmas 4.14.5, for any k>k there exist a homoclinic solution to
(HS) vk # 4k and a pair sk , tk # R satisfying .(vk)=*k , sk<tk ,
vk(sk)=vk(tk) ind! vk | [sk, tk]=1 and .(vk | [sk, tk])<*k k. For any k>k let
Tk=tk&sk and Ik=[sk , tk].
Lemma 5.2. (i) There exist R, \>0 such that for any k>k and t # Ik
|vk(t)&!|\ and |vk(t)|R.
(ii) 0<inf Tksup Tk<.
Proof. For any k>k set $k=inft # Ik |vk(t)|. We claim that
supk>k $k<. Indeed, by (V4), for any j # N there exists rj>0 such
that &V(x) j |x|&2 for |x|rj . If we assume by contradiction that
supk>k $k=, there exists kj>k such that $kjrj and thus
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.(vkj | Ikj)|
skj
skj
( 12 |v* kj |
2+ j |vkj |
&2) dt
inf {|
Tkj
0
( 12 |u* |
2+ j |u|&2) dt : u # 41, Tkj , |u(t)|$kj \ t # [0, Tkj]=
=2?2r 2j T
&1
kj + jr
&2
j Tkj
2? - 2j.
Therefore .(vkj | Ikj)   as j   contradicting with the fact that
.(vk | Ik)*1 for k>k . Thus the claim is proved and Lemma 2.2 yields (i).
Using (i) we get
2?\|
Ik
|v* k | dt- Tk \|Ik |v* k | 2 dt+
12
- *1Tk
which implies that inf Tk>0.
Finally to prove that sup Tk<, first we claim that inft # Ik |vk(t)|$ for
some $>0 independent of k. If not, then, up to a subsequence, for any
k # N there exists {k # Ik such that vk({k)  0. If
0 for t{k&1 and t>{k+Tk+1
(t&{k+1) vk({k) for {k&1<t{k
uk(t)={vk(t) for {k<ttkvk(t&Tk) for tk<t{k+Tk
(t&{k&Tk+1) vk ({k) for {k+Tk<t{k+Tk+1
we easily check that uk # 41 and .(uk)==k+.(vk | Ik) with =k  0 as
k  . Hence, taking the limit k  , we get *1* and this contradicts
(V). Therefore our claim holds and using (V2) and the fact that
&vk&L(Ik)R, we get that inft # Ik |V(vk(t))|b for some b>0 independent
of k. Thus
*1.(vk | Ik)=2 |
Ik
|V(vk)| dt2Tkb
which gives sup Tk<. K
Remark 5.3. A careful examination of the proof of Lemma 5.2 shows
that instead of (V4) it is enough to assume that lim sup|x|   |x| 2 V(x)<
&* 28?.
By Lemma 5.2, passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that
lim
k  
Tk=T (5.1)
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for some T # (0, ). For any k>k we define %k=Tk T &1 and
uk(t)=vk (%kt&sk), t # [0, T ].
We point out that for any k>k uk # *1, T & C2([0, T ], R2) and uk solves
u k+%2k {V(uk)=0 and
1
2 |u* k |
2+%2kV(uk)=0 in (0, T ). (5.2)
Lemma 5.4. There exist u # 41, T & C1([0, T ], R2) and a subsequence of
(uk), denoted again (uk), such that &uk&u &C1([0, T ])  0. Moreover
.T (u )=* and u is a T -periodic solution to (HS) with zero energy.
Proof. For any k>k
min[%k , %&1k ] .(vk | Ik).T (uk)max[%k , %
&1
k ] .(vk | Ik).
Hence by Lemma 5.1 and (5.1), lim .T (uk)=* . Therefore, in particular,
* =inf[.T (u) : u # *1, T ] and thus (uk) is a minimizing sequence for .T in
*1, T . Since (uk) is bounded in ET , it admits a subsequence which converges
weakly in ET and uniformly on [0, T ] to some u # *1, T satisfying .T (u )=* .
It is now standard to show that u is a T -periodic solution to (HS).
Moreover, by Lemma 5.2(i) and by (5.1)(5.2), supk>k &uk&C 2([0, T ])<.
Thus, by AscoliArzela Theorem, up to a subsequence &uk&u &C1([0, T ])  0
and 12 |u* |
2+V(u )=0. K
Remark 5.5. Any u # 41, T , with T # (0, ), satisfying .T (u)=* is a
periodic solution to (HS) with energy zero. Indeed, denoting by h=
1
2 |u* (t)|
2+V(u(t)) the energy of u and setting us(t)=u( ts) for t # [0, sT] and
s>0, it holds that us # 41, sT and the map s [ .sT (us) attains its minimum
at s=1. Since .sT (us)=T0 (
1
2s
&1|u* | 2&sV(u)) dt, we get 0=dds .sT (us)| s=1
=&T0 (
1
2 |u* |
2+V(u)) dt=&hT and thus h=0.
6. UNIFORM PROPERTIES OF THE HOMOCLINICS
Let us introduce the sets
Kper=[u # 41, T : T # (0, ), .T (u)=* ]
Kk=[v # 4k : .(v)=*k](k # N)
Khom= .
k # N
Kk .
From Sections 3 and 4, we know that K1{< and Kk{< for k>k .
Moreover, by Lemma 5.4, Kper{< and Kper consists of periodic solutions
with energy zero.
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Lemma 6.1. For any v # Khom and u # Kper , range v & range u=<.
Proof. Seeking a contradiction, let us assume that there exist k # N,
v # Kk , T # (0, ) and u # Kper & 41, T such that v(t0)=u(0) for some t0 # R.
Then the function
v(t) for tt0
v (t)={u(t&t0) for t0<tt0+Tv(t&T ) for t>t0+T
lies in 4k+1 and .(v )=*k+* . In particular *k+1<(k+1)*1 . Thus kk
and there exist vk+1 # Kk+1 and sk+1 , tk+1 # R satisfying sk+1<tk+1 ,
vk+1(sk+1)=vk+1(tk+1) and ind! vk+1 | [sk+1, tk+1]=1. Setting
uk(t)={vk+1(t)vk+1(t&sk+1+tk+1)
for tsk+1
for t>sk+1
we have that uk # 4k and *k+1=.(vk+1)=.(uk)+.(vk+1 | [sk+1, tk+1])
*k+* . Therefore v # Kk+1 and, by Lemma 4.4, v is a solution to (HS). This
implies in particular that v* (t0)=u* (0). Hence v and v are two distinct
solutions of the same Cauchy problem defined by (HS) with initial values
x(t0)=u(0) and x* (t0)=u* (0). This contradicts uniqueness of solution due to
(V1). K
We point out that, since * <*1 , 0  range u for any u # Kper . Fixing
u # Kper let Cu(0) be the component of R2"range u containing 0. By
Lemma 6.1
range v/Cu(0) for every v # Khom and u # Kper . (6.1)
Moreover, fixing v1 # K1 and u # Kper , range u is contained in a component
Cv1(u) of R
2"range v1 by Lemma 6.1.
Lemma 6.2. Let v1 # K1 and u # Kper . If v # Khom satisfies range v & Cv1(u)
{<, then range v/Cv1(u).
The proof of Lemma 6.2 relies on the following two remarks.
Remark 6.3. If v # Khom and _, {, _$, {$ # R are such that _<{,
_$<{$, v(_)=v({), v(_$ )=v({$ ) and ind! v | [_, {]=ind! v | [_$, {$]=1 then
(_, {) & (_$, {$ ){<.
Otherwise, assuming for instance that {_$, consider the functions:
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u(t)={
v(t)
v(t&{+_)
v(t&{+_&_$+{$ )
for t{
for {<t{&_+_$
for t>{&_+_$
u$(t)={
v(t)
v(t&{+_)
v(t&_+{&{$+_$ )
for t_
for _<t_&{+{$
for t>_&{+{$.
We have u, u$ # 4, ind! u=ind! u$=ind! v, .(u)=.(v)+.I (v)&.I$ (v)
and .(u$ )=.(v)&.I (v)+.I$(v) where I=[_, {] and I$=[_$, {$]. There-
fore .I (v)=.I$ (v) since .(u).(v) and .(u$ ).(v). Consequently
.(u)=.(u$ )=.(v). and by Lemma 4.4, u and u$ are homoclinics orbits.
We thus obtain two distincts solutions to (HS) coinciding on (&, _) and
this is a contradiction.
Remark. 6.4. If v # Khom , v1 # K1 and there exists s # R such that
v(s) # range v1 and v(t)  range v1 for every t # (&, s) (respectively for
t # (s, +)), then there exist _, { # (&, s] (respectively _, { # [s, +))
such that _<{ and v(_)=v({).
The proof is by contradiction. Assume that v | (&, s] is injective. Since
v(s) # range v1 there exists s1 # R such that v(s)=v1(s1). Setting I=(&, s],
I&=(&, s1], I+=[s1 , +), 1=[v(t) : t # I], 1&=[v1(t) : t # I&] and
1+=[v1(t) : t # I+], there exist u+ , u& # 4 such that u\(t)=v(t) for
t # I, range u\=1 _ 1\ and .(u\)=.I (v)+.I\(v1). Moreover either
|ind! u+ |=1 and ind! u&=0, or |ind! u& |=1 and ind! u+=0. Let us
assume that the first case holds (in the other case the same argument
applies). Since .(u+)*1=.(v1) we get that .I (v).I&(v1). Setting
u(t)={u&(2s&t)v(t)
for ts
for t>s
we have that [u(t) : ts]=1& , u # 4, ind! u=ind! v and .(u)=
.I&(v1)&.I (v)+.(v). Then .(u).(v), that is .I (v).I&(v1). Therefore
.I (v)=.I&(v1) and thus .(u)=.(v). Hence u # Khom and, by Lemma 4.4,
is a solution to (HS) different from v but coinciding with v in (s, +) in
contrast to the uniqueness of solution, due to (V1).
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Arguing by contradiction, assume that v(t0)  Cv1(u)
for some t0 # R. Thus
t&=inf [t # R : v(t) # range v1]
t+=sup [t # R : v(t) # range v1]
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are well defined. If t&=&, then, fixing $ # (0, |!| ) there exist s, s1 # R
satisfying v(s)=v1(s1) and |v(t)|$ for any ts and without loss we can
assume that one of the following cases occurs: either |v1(t)|$ for ts1 or
|v1(t)|$ for ts1 . If the first case holds, define
v (t)={v1(t&s+s1)v(t)
for ts
for t>s
and
v 1(t)={v(t&s1+s)v1(t)
for ts1
for t>s1 .
In the second case set
v (t)={v1(&t+s+s1)v(t)
for ts
for t>s
and
v 1(t)={v(t)v1(&t+s+s1)
for ts1
for t>s1 .
In both cases v 1 , v # 4, ind! v 1=1 and ind! v =ind! v. Since .(v ).(v)
and .(v 1).(v1) it follows that .I (v)=.I1(v1) with I=(&, s) and
I1=(&, s1) in the first case, I1=(s1 , +) in the second case. In
both cases .(v 1)=.(v1) and consequently v 1 # K1 is a solution to (HS)
different from v1 coinciding with v1 in I1 . This contradicts the uniqueness
of solution of the Cauchy problem and thus t& # R. Analogously t+ # R.
Hence v(t\) # range v1 and v(t)  range v1 for t<t& and for t>t+ . Using
Remark 6.4, there exist _\ , {\ # R such that _&<{&t& , t+_+<{+
and v(_\) = v({\). By Lemma 3.2 we may also assume that
ind! v | [_\, {\]=1. Since t&t+ we have that (_& , {&) & (_+ , {+)=<, in
contradiction of Remark 6.3. This concludes the proof. K
Lemma 6.5. For any = # (0, |!| ) there exists $= # (0, =) such that for every
v # Khom with ind! v>k , if |v({)|=$= then |v(t)|<= for any t{ or any
t{.
Proof. Seeking a contradiction, suppose that there exists = # (0, |!| )
such that for any $ # (0, =) there exist v$ # Khom"K1 with ind! v$=k$>k
and t&$ , {$ , t
+
$ # R such that t
&
$ <{$<t
+
$ , |v$(t
\
$ )|= and |v$({$)|=$.
Define
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v&$ (t)={
v$(t)
({$+1&t) v$({$)
0
for t{$
for {$t{$+1
for t{$+1
v+$ (t)={
0
(t&{$+1) v$({$)
v$(t)
for t{$&1
for {$&1t{$
for t{$ .
Clearly v&$ , v
+
$ # 4 and since |v$(t
\
$ )|=
.(v&$ )+= and .(v
&
$ )+= (6.2)
for some +=>0 independent of $. Setting k&$ =ind! v
&
$ and k
+
$ =ind! v
+
$ ,
k&$ 0, k
+
$ 0 and k
&
$ +k
+
$ =k$ .
Now standard estimates show that
0.(v&$ )+.(v
+
$ )&.(v$)=|($)  0 (6.3)
as $  0. Since .(v$)=*k$ , combining (6.2)(6.3) both k
&
$ 1 and k
+
$ 1
for $>0 sufficiently small. Indeed if we assume for example that k&$ =0
then k+$ =k$ and, by (6.2), we have
.(v+$ )=.(v$)&.(v
&
$ )+|($)<.(v$)=*k$
for $>0 sufficiently small, contradicting the definition of *k$ . On the other
hand (6.3) implies that
*k$&+*k$+&*k$|($).
Since |($)  0 we get a contradiction with Lemma 4.3. K
7. LIMIT PROCESS AND CONCLUSION OF
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
Let (vk)/4 be the sequence of homoclinics given by Theorem 1.1. Fix
= # (0, min[dist(0, range u ), |!|]) and for any k>k set
{k=inf[t # R : |vk(t)|== ].
By the translational invariance of (HS), we can assume that {k=0, i.e.,
|vk(0)|== and |vk(t)|<= for any t<0. (7.1)
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Let u # Kper be given by Lemma 5.4. According to the same lemma, up to
a subsequence, dist(range vk , range u )  0. Thus range vk & Cv1(u ){< and
by Lemma 6.2, this implies that range vk /Cv1(u ). Taking into account
(6.1) we get
range vk /Cv1(u ) & Cu (0). (7.2)
In particular (7.2) implies that there exists \, R>0 independent of k, such
that
|vk(t)&!|\ and |vk(t)|R, for any t # R. (7.3)
Now combining (7.3), (HS) and the energy conservation
1
2 |v* k(t)|
2+V(vk(t))=0 for any t # R
gives that supk &vk&C 2(R)<. An application of AscoliArzela Theorem
shows that there exists v # C1(R, R2) and a subsequence of (vk), still
denoted by (vk), satisfying
vk  v in the C 1loc-topology. (7.4)
We note that by (7.2) and (7.4)
range v /Cv1(u ) & Cu (0) (7.5)
and by (7.3) and (7.4)
dist(range v , !)\ and &v &LR. (7.6)
Lemma 7.1. The function v is a non zero classical solution of (HS ) with
energy zero and such that v (t)  0 and v* (t)  0 as t  &.
Proof. Standard arguments (see [R1]) show that v is a classical
solution of (HS) with energy zero. By (7.1) and (7.4), |v (0)|== and thus
v {0. Defining
uk(t)={
0
(t+1)vk(0)
vk(t)
for t&1
for &1t0
for t>0
we see that uk # 4k and thus .R&(vk).R&(uk)
1
2=
2+max|x|= |V(x)|=
C= . By (7.4), for any T<0
|
0
T
( 12 |v* |
2&V(v )) dt= lim
k   |
0
T
( 12 |v* k |
2&V(vk)) dtC=
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hence . | R& (v )<. By Remark 2.3, it implies that v (t)  0 as t  &
and, since
1
2 |v* (t)|
2+V(v (t))=0 for any t # R (7.7)
also v* (t)  0 as t  &. K
To end the proof of Theorem 12 it remains to check that L|(v )=1 with
1=[(u (t), u* (t)) : t # R].
By (7.6) and (7.7), &v &C 1(R)< and thus, by well known theorems on
the |-limit set (see, e.g. [BhS]) L|(v ) is a non empty, compact, connected,
positively invariant subset of R4.
Lemma 7.2. There exists $ >0 such that |v (t)|$ for any t>0.
Proof. Let $ =$= >0 be given by Lemma 6.5. Since = # (0, |!| ) and
ind! vk=k, any homoclinic vk must turn k&1 times around ! without
coming closer than $ to the origin. Then, defining t k=inf[t>0: |vk(t)|=$ ]
and taking into account (7.3),
(k&1) ?\|
t k
0
|v* k | dt=|
t k
0
- 2 |V(vk)| dtt kM
where M=max[- 2|V(x)| : |x&!|\ , |x|R]<. Hence t k  .
Therefore for any t>0 there exists kt>k such that |vk(t)|$ for every
kkt . By (7.4) |v (t)|$ . K
By (7.5) and Lemma 7.2
v (t) # D=Cv1(u ) & Cu (0)"B$ (0) for any t0. (7.8)
By the positive invariance of L|(v ), it is enough to prove that L|(v )1.
From now on we assume for contradiction there exists ‘=(x, y) # L|(v )"1.
Lemma 7.3. x  range u .
Proof. Since ‘ # Lw(v ) there exists (tn)/R with tn  + such that
|v (tn)&x|  0 and |v* (tn)& y|  0. (7.9)
Moreover as vk  v in Cloc(R, R4) we have for any fixed t # R
|v (t)&vk(t)|  0 and |v* (t)&v* k(t)|  0. (7.10)
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We assume by contradiction that x # range u . Thus there exists t0 # [0, T ]
such that x=u (t0) and since ‘  1, y{u* (t0). By the triangle inequality
|vk(tn)&u (t0)||vk(tn)&v (tn)|+|v (tn)&u (t0)|
and
|v* k(tn)&u* (t0)||v* (tn)&u* (t0)|&|v* k(tn)&v* (tn)|.
Thus using (7.9), (7.10)
lim
n
lim
k
|vk(tn)&u (t0)|=0 and lim
n
lim
k
|v* k(tn)&u* (t0)|
=| y&u* (t0)|{0.
Also by (7.7) we have | y| 2=&2V(u (t0)){0 and thus vk must cross u for
k sufficiently large. This is in contradiction with Lemma 6.1. K
Now let =0= 12 min[ |x&!|, dist(x, range u )] and M0=(2max[ |V(x$ )| :
|x$&x|=0])12. Let (tn)/R be such that tn+1&tn1 for every n # N and
v (tn)  x. Set In=[tn , tn+1].
For = # (0, min[=0 , * 4M0]) fixed there exists n= # N such that
|v (tn)&x|= for any nn= . (7.11)
For nn= we define
un(t)={v (t)(tn+1+1&t) v (tn+1)+(t&tn+1) v (tn)
for tnt<tn+1
for tn+1ttn+1+1
and &n=ind! un .
Then, by (7.4), for every nn= there is k=, n>k such that
|vk(t)&v (t)|= for any kk=, n and for any t # In . (7.12)
For nn= and kk=, n we set
vk(t) for ttn
uk, n(t)={tn+$k, n&t$k, n vk(tn)+t&tn$k, n vk(tn+1) for tn<ttn+$k, nvk(t+tn+1&tn+$k, n) for t>tn+$k, n
with suitable $k, n>0. It holds that uk, n # 4, ind! uk, n=k&&n and
.(uk, n)=.(vk)&.In(vk)+.Ik, n(uk, n) (7.13)
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where Ik, n=[tn , tn+$k, n]. We can estimate
.Ik, n(uk, n)
1
2$k, n
|vk(tn+1)&vk(tn)| 2+$k, n max
|x$&x|=0
|V(x$ )|=|k, n . (7.14)
To guarantee that limn   limk   |k, n=0 we take $k, n=|vk(tn+1)&
vk(tn)|M0 so that, by (7.11) and (7.12)
|k, n=|vk(tn+1)&vk(tn)| M04=M0<* . (7.15)
Then, by (7.13)(7.15), .(uk, n)<*k+* . Since * k+1=*k+1*k+* , &n0
for any nn= . Therefore, by (4.3), *k*k&&n+&n(*k&&n k&&n), which,
together with (7.13)(7.14), implies
.In(vk)&n
*k&&n
k&&n
+|k, n . (7.16)
As k   in (7.16), by Lemma 5.1, (7.4), and the definition of |k, n , we
infer that for any nn=
.In(v )&n * +|n (7.17)
where |n=|v (tn+1)&v (tn)| M0 . Since |n  0 a contradiction will follow if
we prove that there exists ’>0 independent of n such that .In(v )&n* +’
for nn= sufficiently large.
In this aim we introduce the following definitions. For any & # N _ [0]
and T1 set
*&(T, x, =)=inf[.T (u) : u # 4&, T (x, =)]
where 4&, T (x, =)=[u # H 1([0, T], R2) : u(t) # D \t # [0, T], |u(0)&x|= ,
|u(T )&x|=, ind! u=&]. Here ind! u denotes the winding number of the
closed curve defined by u and by the segment line connecting u(T ) to u(0).
Lemma 7.4. There exist =1 # (0, =0) and ’>0 such that for any = # (0, =1),
& # N _ [0] and T1, *&(T, x, =)&* +’.
Proof. Let *&(x, =)=infT1 *&(T, x, =). First we show that *&(x, =) is
reached. Let (Tj)/[1, ) and uj # 4&, Tj (x, =) satisfy .Tj (uj)  *&(x, =).
Since range uj/D and infx$ # D |V(x$ )|=’0>0, by Lemma 2.2, there exist
R0>0 and T0>1 such that &uj &L(Ij )R0 and 1TjT0 for any j # N,
where Ij=[0, Tj]. Thus, passing to a subsequence if necessary, we have
Tj  T # [1, ). Setting u j (t)=uj (tTjT) for t # [0, T], we see that
(u j)/4&, T (x, =) is bounded in H1([0, T], R2) and, up to a subsequence,
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converges weakly in H1([0, T], R2) and strongly in L([0, T]) to some
u # 4&, T (x, =). Thus .T (u)=*&(x, =).
Now, if &=0, *0(x, =)’0 . If &>1 and u # 4&, T (x, =) is such that
.T (u)=*&(x, =), then, by a result similar to Lemma 3.2, there exist
s, t # [0, T] such that s<t, u(s)=u(t) and ind! u | [s, t]=1. Thus
*&(x, =)=.T (u)*&&1(x, =)+.(u | [s, t])*&&1(x, =)+*
and, by recurrence we get
*&(x, =)*1(x, =)+(&&1)* . (7.18)
Since the function = [ *1(x, =) is continuous at ==0, it is enough to prove
that *1(x, 0)>* . Because of the variational characterization of * ,
*1(x, 0)* . Assume that *1(x, 0)=* . Since *1(x, 0) is reached, there
exists u0 # Kper such that x # range u0 and range u0 /D. By Lemma 7.3
x  range u and then, by Lemma 5.4, there exists k>k such that vk crosses
range u0 and this is in contradiction with Lemma 6.1. Hence, setting
’1= 12 (*1(x, 0)&* ), ’1>0 and, by (7.18), for =>0 sufficiently small
*&(x, =)&* +’1 for any & # N. Then the conclusion follows taking
’=min[’0 , ’1]. K
Now we conclude the proof of Theorem 1.2 observing that, since
tn+1&tn1, by Lemma 7.4,
.In(v )*&n(tn+1&tn , x, =)&n* +’
in contradiction with (7.17).
8. CONDITION (V)
In this section we discuss the condition (V). We recall that (V) is equiv-
alent to the strict inequality * <*1 , whose meaning is enlighted by the
following result.
Proposition 8.1. Let V : R2"[!]  R satisfy (V1)(V4) and for any
T # (0, ) let *1(T)=inf[.T (u) : u # 41, T]. Then:
(i) the function T [ *1(T ) is continuous on (0, );
(ii) * =infT>0 *1(T );
(iii) limT  0 *1(T)=+;
(iv) limT  + *1(T )=*1 .
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Proof. If (un)/41, T is a minimizing sequence for .T in 41, T , then, by
Lemma 2.2, (un) is bounded in ET and admits a subsequence converging
weakly in ET and uniformly on [0, T] to some uT # 41, T satisfying
.T (uT)=*1(T ). Such a function uT can be extended periodically on R, with
period T, to a solution of (HS), still denoted by uT .
(i) For any T1 , T2 # (0, ) let uT1 # 41, T1 and uT2 # 41, T2 be such
that .Ti (uTi)=*1(Ti) (i=1, 2). Set u1(t)=uT2((T2T1) t) for t # [0, T1].
Then
.T1(u1)=
T2
T1 |
T2
0
1
2
|u* T2 |
2 dt&
T1
T2 |
T2
0
V(uT2) dtmax {T1T2 ,
T2
T1= .T2(uT2)
and consequently
*1(T1)
*1(T2)
max {T1T2 ,
T2
T1= .
Exchanging the ro^les of T1 and T2 yields
min {T1T2 ,
T2
T1=
*1(T1)
*1(T2)
max {T1T2 ,
T2
T1=
which implies the continuity of the mapping T [ *1(T ).
Part (ii) is the definition of * .
(iii) Let \T = mint # [0, T] |uT (t) & ! | where uT # 41, T satisfies
.T (uT)=*1(T ). Then 2?\TT0 |u* T | dt(2T.T (uT))
12. If there exists a
sequence Tn  0 such that sup .Tn(uTn)<, then \Tn  0 and in particular
there exists b>0 such that dist(range uTn , 0)b for any n # N. Thus, by
Lemma 2.2, there exists \>0 such that \Tn\. This contradiction proves
that *1(T )=.T (uT)  + as T  0.
(iv) Let v # 41 be such that .(v)=*1 . For any =>0 there exist $=>0
such that |V(x)|= for |x|$= and T=>0 such that |v(t)|$= for |t|T= .
For any T2T=+2 define
vT (t)={
tv(&T=)
v(t&T=&1)
(2T=+2&t) v(T=)
0
for 0t1
for 1<t2T=+1
for 2T=+1<t2T=+2
for 2T=+2tT.
Then vT # 41, T and .T (vT)*1+|= with |=  0 as =  0. Hence
lim sup
T  
*1(T)*1 (8.1)
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For any T1, let uT # 41, T be such that .T(uT)=*1(T). By (8.1), there is a>0
such that .T(uT)a for every T1. Moreover from an argument similar to the
proof of Lemma 5.2, there exists b>0 such that dist(0, range uT)b for any
T1. Then, by Lemma 2.2, for any $>0 there is {$>0 such that
|S$(uT)|{$ for every T1. This means that dist(0, range uT)  0 as
T  . Let xT # range uT be such that |xT |=dist(0, range uT) and let
u T # 41 be obtained by extending uT on R in order to connect range uT to 0,
following the segment line that joins 0 to xT . Then *1.(u T)*1(T)+=T
with =T  0 as T  . Consequently *1lim infT   *1(T ), which, together
with (8.1), implies (iv). K
Now we give a condition insuring that (V) holds and that k =1.
Theorem 8.2. Let V : R2"[!]  R satisfy (V1)(V3), (V4)$ and
(V5) lim supx  0&V(x) |x|&2=a< and lim infx  0&V(x) |x|&2
=b>0;
(V6) there exists v1 # 41 such that .(v1)=*1 and
lim inf
t  +
s  &
v1(s)
|v1(s)|
}
v1(t)
|v1(t)|
>1&ba .
Then (V) holds and for any k # N there exists vk # 4k such that .(vk)=*k.
Remark 8.3. We point out that (V6) is a condition regarding the angle
%1 between the directions the homoclinic orbit v1 # 41 quits and turns back
to the origin. In particular, if V(x)t&a |x| 2 as x  0 for some a>0 then
(V6) require %1 # [0, ?2). We refer to [CN], where cases in which (V6)
holds are discussed.
Proof. If we show that *2<2*1 it will prove that k =1 and then by
Theorem 1.1 the thesis. We shall construct a function u # 42 such that
.(u)<2*1 . In this aim we introduce the following definitions. For
r, T, #>0 and x& , x+ # R2 with |x& |=|x+ |r
PT (x& , x+)=[u # H 1([&T, T]; R2) : u(\T )=x\ , &u&Lr]
mT (x& , x+)=inf {|
T
&T
( 12 |u* |
2&V(u)) dt : u # PT (x& , x+)=
mT (#; x& , x+)=inf {|
T
&T
( 12 |u* |
2+ 12 # |u|
2) dt : u # PT (x& , x+)=
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m(x& , x+)=lim inf
T  
mT (x& , x+)
m(#; x& , x+)=lim inf
T  
mT (#; x& , x+).
One easily calculate that
mT (#; x& , x+)=
- #
2 \
|x&| 2+|x+ |2
tanh 2 - # T
&
2x& } x+
sinh 2 - # T+
(8.2)
m(#; x& , x+)=
- #
2
( |x&| 2+|x+|2).
By (V5), for any = # (0, 1) there exists r= # (0, |!| ) such that for |x|r=
b(1&=) |x| 2&V(x)a(1+=) |x| 2.
Set a= 2a(1+=) and b= 2b(1&=). Then, by (8.2) for any T # (0, ) and
any x& , x+ # R2 with |x& |=|x+ |=$r= and x& } x+=$2 cos % it holds
that
mT (x&, x+)m(x& , x+)
&
$2- a=
sinh 2 - a= T \
b=
a=
sinh 2 - a= T&cosh 2 - a= T+cos %+ . (8.3)
Observing that for c # (0, 1) supt>0 (c sinh t&cosh t)=&- 1&c2 is reached
at some t >0, we infer that there exists T= # (0, ) such that
b=a= sinh 2 - a= T=&cosh 2 - a= T=
=sup
t>0 \
b=
a=
sinh t&cosh t+=&1&b=a= .
Then (8.3) gives
mT=(x& , x+)m(x& , x+)&
- a=
sinh 2 - a= T= \x& } x+&$
2 1&b=a=+ (8.4)
for any x& , x+ # R2 with |x& |=|x+ |=$r= .
Let v1 # 41 satisfies (V6) and = # (0, 1) be such that
=+1&b=a=<lim inft  +s  &
v1(s)
|v1(s)|
}
v1(t)
|v1(t)|
:=:1 .
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Then there exist s = , t = # R such that |v1(t)|r= for any ts = and tt = and
v1(s)
|v1(s)|
}
v1(t)
|v
1(t)|
:1&= for any ss = and tt = . (8.5)
Moreover, for any $ # (0, r=] there exist s$ # (&, s =] and t$ # [t = , +)
such that |v1(s$)|=|v1(t$)|=$. Hence, using (8.4)(8.5), we get:
mT=(v1(t$), v1(s$))m(v1(t$), v1(s$))&
$2- a=
sinh 2 - a= T= \:1&=&1&
b=
a=+ .
(8.6)
Now fix $ # (0, r=], so that, by (8.6)
mT=(v1(t$), v1(s$))m(v1(t$), v1(s$))&2C
for some C=C(=, $)>0, take u # PT=(v1(t$), v1(s$)) such that .[&T=, T=](u )
mT=(v1(t$), v1(s$))+C and define
u(t)={
v1(t+T=+t$)
u (t)
v1(t&T=+s$)
for t<&T=
for |t|T=
for t>T= .
Then, setting I&$ =(&, s$) and I
+
$ =(t$ , ),
.(u)=2*1&.I $&(v1)&.I$+(v1)+.[&T= , T=](u)
2*1&.I $&(v1)&.I$+(v1)+m(v1(t$), v1(s$))&C
<2*1 . K
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